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So much has happened in the last 12 months, I hardly
know where to start.
2020 – The year we celebrate 10 years in business!
Back in 2010, when we first set up Redhound, I don’t
think I could ever have predicted where we would be
10 years later.
Having recently moved our HQ from the 400 year old
Barn we occupied for 8 of those years to an airy, light
and spacious converted packing shed, I came across
so many memories of the last 10 years.
In the beginning we tried to be all things to all dogs,
but I soon learnt that making clothes for whippets
was the thing that really inspired and excited me.
As a whippet owner, I know their needs and this is
always considered during the design process of all our
products.
It would be wrong to not mention the global pandemic;
it’s had a lasting impact on all of our lives: the way we
live, shop and socialise is now a new way. We count
ourselves lucky that we were able to continue during
lockdown emerging strong and that’s thanks to all
of you who continued to buy our products, share
your photos and recommend us to fellow
whippet owners.
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Snuggly and warm, what better
way to beat the winter chills.
Keep chilly whippet ears warm and
cosy with the hood up or just look
extra cool with it down! This is a great
jumper for lounging around or chilly
evenings outside.
£23.95 – £48.95
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• From Iggy to xl whippet
• 5 colours
• long lengths available
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Hoodie Fleece for
Whippets
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As part of our 10th birthday celebrations
we will be randomly putting a few
surprises in your parcels during the month
of November ... and don’t forget to take
advantage of the 15% discount code – it’s
only valid until December 31st 2020.

Hunker down
in a Hoodie

Front Cover: Scout wears our Chester
Whippet Coat in Dove Grey
Photography by Kerry Jordan of FurandFables.com
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Is it a coat?it a jumper?
Is

introducing...

It ’s both...

The Canterbury
Are you looking for a warm,
yet washable coat?
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The Canterbury – our first fleece lined coat,
ideal for cold climates. It’s a coat and jumper
all in one – with a built in fleece under body
that will keep your whippet’s core warm.
It slips on over the head like a jumper, no
belts to contend with making going out a
whole lot easier ...
ble

£56.00 – £72.00
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Three sizes
5 colours
easy to wear
slips on over the head
fleece collar & tummy
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THE ALL NEW

two-tone
fleeces

whippet wear
fleece jumpers
for whippets

choose f rom Hoodie
or Wrap Neck

All your old favourites, plus
some exciting new colours.

NEW

b
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Perfect all year round, our fleece
jumpers are an ideal item of
clothing for your hound. Don’t
miss out on the Baby Pink
and Lilac for the girls, and
Cornflower and Charcoal for
the boys.
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From £21.95
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The two-tones are back,
and this time with attitude.
Choose from the Hoodie or
Wrap Neck.
£23.95 – £48.95

•
•
•
•
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2 styles
6 colour combinations
6 sizes
From Iggy to XL Whippet
Long Lengths available

•
•
•
•
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•

16 colour choices
6 sizes, From Iggy to XL whippet
Long Lengths available
washable
multi-buy discounts
Beaut
ifully
also available as snoods
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our mac range just got
meet...

bigger!

the chester

the original

wHIP-IT-AWAY MACs
now including the NEW

chester light
•
•
•
•
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• 3 sizes
• 4 colours
• showerproof

• warm fleece tummy
• easy on & off
• full back coverage
h
was

For a while I have wanted to design a
coat that is also a jumper, something that
slips easily over the head but gives the
coverage over the back like a coat –
tah dah! The Chester coat meets the brief.
Perfect for our warmer winters and will take
you nicely through Autumn days where there
might be a chill in the air, or that dull
cold drizzle.
£69.00 – £82.00
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THE original whip-it-away macs are still
available in BOTH cardiff and carlisle styles,
AND DON’T MISS THE NEW DOVE GREY
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3 sizes • 4 colours
showerproof
Light tee under tummy
folds into own pouch
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3–6 months ▶

are you getting a

Includes all you will need to keep
your new companion warm, cosy and
comfortable on those first intrepid
days of stepping outside and sleeping
alone at night – this is our most
popular sized pack, the toy often
becoming a firm favourite.

meet THE brand NEW

PUPPY
PACKS

◀ 6-9 months

By now your pup is practically growing
so fast it’s visible! This pack includes
pup’s first proper hound collar, a bigger
jumper or tee (depending on the time
of year), a coat – up to this age you will
likely get away with a standard coat
from a pet shop. We have included a
tough chew because those needle teeth
will want to be gnawing at something!

and leave the worrying
to us ...

Photo ©
Emily Lewis
Photo © Sarah Nunn

Getting a whippet
can be a bit of a
shock. They aren’t
like other dogs,
they have special
needs ...
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From £85.00
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Whippets don’t
even look much like
whippets when they
are very young, but
they do all feel the
cold and most hate
the rain. So with many not knowing what to buy, let
alone colour and size, we have made this easy with
our Puppy Packs – available in 3 sizes to solve your
wardrobe woes as pup grows from 3 months to 12.

9-12 months ▼

Almost fully grown by now it is safe to
invest in a full size coat and jumper –
we’ve included our very popular
Whip-it-Away Macs because they are
great for most weather conditions, light
rain, dry windy days and cold days with
the jumper underneath.

Photo © Sarah Nunn

wardrobe woes

Style Quiz

Will your whippet’s personality determine your choice
of clothing?
In our experience, whippets
broadly fall into 4 personalities
and each has different
wardrobe woes, our fun quiz
can help you determine the
best clothing choices.
Question 1

What age is your whippet?
A
B

Puppy – 5 years
Age? I don’t talk about such
things
C 7 plus
D Who’s asking?
Question 2

What is your whippet’s activity
level?
A
B

Always on the go
Happy to hang out at the local
dog cafe
C Short walks please
D Happiest in open countryside

A
B
C
D

Suggested items

A Here, there and everywhere
B In the coolest places
C Right next to you
D 	Off lead in fields, woodland and
footpaths

Mostly Bs – The Fashion Conscious Urbanista
Mostly As – The Adventurous Explorer

Answers:
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◆◆ It has to be black or a shade of grey,
Darling

You are a city or town dweller,
more used to the park than
open countryside. Often lead
walked. Likely to be sociable
and love being with your
humans on regular visits to
cafes, bars and shops in your
local area. Style is everything
to this cool personality!

A

Where is your whippet most often
walked?

Wardrobe Woes:

urbanista

When is your whippet happiest?

Question 6

Autumn/Winter: Fleece Jumpers in Brights,
Chester Coat in Yellow, or Yorkshire Coat in Orange

The fashion conscious

Question 5

Playing games, zooming and
having fun
B Hanging out in a cool dog friendly
establishment
C Sleeping somewhere comfy
D Roaming the open countryside in
search of bunnies

◆◆ Clothing must be comfortable for all that activity
◆◆ Secure and at no risk of coming off mid zoom
◆◆ Bright colours so you can be seen
◆◆ Must be washable for those rolls in smelly stuff

Spring Summer: Tee Shirt, Chester Light Coat

Anything bright and fun
Whatever is in season
Anything goes
Earthy tones

Mostly Cs – The Senior Plodder

Walk? I run everywhere
Meeting friends in the park
Short and sniffy
Exploring fields and footpaths

You are most likely to be a
young whippet, confident,
friendly and outgoing.
Won’t mind what the
weather is doing, so long
as appropriately attired.

explorer

What is your favourite colour
palette?

Mostly Ds – The Classic Country Dweller

A
B
C
D

Wardrobe Woes:

Question 4

Question 3

Are your walks mostly...

The adventurous

THe Senior

plodder

Aged 7 plus. You’ve reached that
age where you want to take it
easy, walks are not so far, and you
love to be beside your human,
even when off lead. You can be
trusted not to zoom around in
the mud and rarely, if ever roll in
smelly stuff. You do feel the cold
and might have stiff joints.

◆◆ Often needs a harness hole
◆◆ Style comes first
Suggested items
Autumn/Winter: Canterbury Coat in
Black Charcoal Hoodie and Grey Tee,
Mist Collar
Spring/Summer – Grey Hoodie Tee,
Grey Carlisle Whip-it-Away Mac

Wardrobe Woes:

◆◆ It must be warm
◆◆ It must be practical and easy to walk in
◆◆ Best if it can be layered
Suggested items
Autumn/Winter: Wrap Neck Fleece
(easier on necks) under a Hoxton Coat
Spring/Summer: Tee Shirt in Navy
with Norwich Coat in Navy (or Pink for
the girls).

The classic

country dweller

You enjoy the freedom of
living in open country, rarely
on the lead, and enjoy nothing
more than zooms across the
field to chase the odd small
furry. Happy at the local pub
where you can be trusted to
settle down to sleep while the
humans enjoy themselves.

Wardrobe Woes:

◆◆ You need practical and robust clothing
◆◆ It must be washable for all the mud and rolling
◆◆ Must be warm and waterproof for long walks
◆◆ Easy to run around in
Suggested items –
Autumn/Winter: Fleece Jumper in Navy or
Orange, Be Seen Hi Viz coat in Orange or Lime
Spring/Summer: Tee in Mustard, and Chester
Light Coat in Olive

The

christmas
jumper
Warm and snuggly, our fleece
jumper is now available in this
limited edition Scandinavianinspired Christmas design.
Choose from our turtle neck or stand
out from the crowd in our stylish
Hoodie design. Both styles available in
either Red or Navy.

•
•
•
•

6 sizes
fits iggy to greyhound
2 stylish colours
washable

£21.95 – £48.95

• 5 sizes
• 2 colours
• 2 necklines
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Be Seen

high visibility coats

Our hi-viz coats practically glow
in the dark, and the reflective
piping will shine in torch light
or car headlights.
wash
a
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Fleece lined, with a warm, snug neck,
so no need to layer up. The clip belt
ensures ease for getting on and off.
£45.00 – £80.00
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Redhounders –
for all things Whippet

redhounders

A place for Happy Hounds & their Humans

Have you joined our Facebook Group yet?
Just search Redhounders, answer a few questions and click to join – it’s a
friendly group of like minded owners who chat to each other and join in our
regular features such as Monday Recommendations, Photo Fridays and the
popular Swap it or Sell it Sundays. I often involve the group in development
of new products, and members gets the heads up on our news before it is
announced on our main page, what’s not to like!
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Redhound will be 10 on 10th November
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Help us celebrate
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Place an order any time during November,
and you’ll be in with a chance of winning!
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* Prizes will be placed in orders chosen at random
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In order to see our full range please hop over to our brand new website
and have a look around.
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You have received this catalogue because you have bought from us in the past. If you wish to
be removed from our mailing list, please email sales@redhoundfordogs.com

Redhound for Dogs, Unit 3, Ringles Nursery,
Grigg Lane, Headcorn, Kent TN27 9LY
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